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Ontario’s International Marketing Centres

located in 11 key markets around the world

• Priorities include:

Investment

International Trade

Research & Commercialization

Media Outcomes
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Measurement Rationale

Accountability

Contract and Milestone Management

Effectiveness and Efficiency

Business Plan Evaluation
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A step further: Measurement as a basis for 

client management

Large sales teams internationally and in 

head office and aftercare teams in head 

office and regional offices

Principal: different team members will be 

better suited to be the client lead based on 

company specifics and stage in the sales 

cycle
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Ontario’s Approach

Proprietary 6-step process

Determine which prospects to focus on

Nurture, Triage, Funnel and Score

Establish ownership within sales team, next 

steps, and to track progress
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Weighted Evaluation 

Is there a Budget

What are the Timelines

Is the contact the Decision Maker

Is the project dependent on grants, or 

unsecured contracts

Is it a priority sector
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6-Step Progression
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Trade/Export Measures

The number of Ontario export contracts and value -

With annual sales data and employment data can 

determine the number of jobs supported

The number of Ontario exporters assisted - a 

meaningful connection was facilitated, i.e. a direct 

connection (a face to face meeting or 

correspondence with expected measureable 

outcome) with a buyer/potential trade partner
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Investment Measures

The number and value and employment of 

prospects triaged and passing through each step

The number and value and employment from 

completed investments

Research & Commercialization Measures

The number of Ontario small businesses and 

research institutes supported through meaningful 

connections with a potential investor

The value and number of jobs supported through 

completed investments into Ontario businesses and 

research institutes as a result of assistance
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How has this made us better?

• Common platform for collaboration and incentive 

for outcome

• Leverage knowledge from deals won to deals lost

• Removes some subjective elements involved in 

deal qualification processes

• Checks and balances around under-counting and 

double counting

• Minimizes excessive time invested on “poor fit” 

opportunities

• Can evaluate individual activities such as trade 

shows
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Conclusion

• Better qualify opportunities

• Strategic target questions to ask client early on

• Better transfer to counterparts in Head Office

• Improves performance and job and investment 

results by better servicing of clients by focusing 

on high value and high probability clients

• Provides an opportunity to track performance

• More complete and accurate measurement 

through the process and at the completion.


